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Hoop Dreams 

In the 1998 film, He Got Game, director and writer Spike Lee tells the narrative 
of a young man surviving the obstacles presented within the black community and 
struggling to make executive decisions in his life. The rising basketball star, Jesus 
Shuttlesworth, becomes a target for so-called friends seeking to profit from his growing 
fame. Meanwhile, Jesus's father, Jake Shuttlesworth is in prison for manslaughter, 
leaving Jesus and his sister to be independent. While he comes across multiple paths, 
Jesus overcomes many barriers and manages to survive as an emancipated, parentless 
teenager in an adult world. Despite the oppression of people of color and the working 
class, the Jesus’ journey depicts the development of a self-reliant role model within the 
urban community, embodying the hope for upward mobility in the capitalist hierarchy.  

The film opens with a montage of Jesus Shuttlesworth's success story. Jesus is 
well-known in his community for being the prominent player of the Rail Splitters, the 
Lincoln High School Men's Basketball team in Coney Island. As he is preparing his 
future and graduating from high school,multiple sports agents pressure Jesus in search of 
signing contracts to colleges, the NBA, and other endorsements. According to the news 
media, Jesus is a remarkable athlete and the top pick of high school basketball players. In 
addition to managing a successful basketball career, Jesus.works a full-time job and 
raises his younger sister, Mary, due to his parents’ absence. Meanwhile, Jake 
Shuttleworth, Jesus' father, is in prison for manslaughter of his wife (Jesus and Mary's 
mother). While in prison, Jake is receives an offer from the New York Governor: a 
shorter prison sentence in exchange for a signed letter of intent from Jesus to Big State 
University. With temporary freedom, Jake has a week to get the signature and reconnect 
with the family he left behind. 

While often dismissed as simple game, basketball carries a strong following, a 
community to which the game is lifestyle and a part of daily activity. When Jesus is 
introduced, he is playing 1-on-1 with friend in a basketball court in Coney Island. Along 
with this shot, we cut back and forth to Jake playing basketball in prison (4 min). Jesus 
plays basketball for fun, a pastime activity, in his home environment with a friend. On the 
other hand Jake shoots the ball in a court within a celled environment, where his only 
pastime is shooting hoops. As the shots juxtapose Jesus and Jake, basketball appears to be 
the connection between the two men. In the eyes of the Jake and Jesus, basketball 
represents a form of freedom, an escape from the stressful and destructive surrounding 
society. Although they both see the game as a community ritual, others don't share their 
passion for the court. 

After the Rail Splitters win the high school championships and are interviewed, 
Jesus discusses his connection to basketball: "Basketball is like poetry in motion, cross 
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the guy to the left, take him back to the right, he's fallin' back, then just right in his face. 
Then you look at him and say, 'What?"'(14min). To Jesus, basketball is a form of art, a 
physical display of talent and body language for self-expression. As Jesus creates his 
"poetry" on the court, he exercises the freedom of expression, escaping his daily struggles 
the only way he knows how. Through basketball Jesus empowers himself, finding 
success through his passion. In his physical abilities to dominate in basketball, Jesus finds 
confidence and independence in a society where a young black man is not expected to 
even graduate high school, but rather incarcerated like his father Jake. Jesus’ physical art 
on the court represents one of the few forms a black man can become self-governing and 
attempt to escape oppression from the racial hierarchy. 

Although the urban black community holds a strong bond in sports and family, 
White Supremacy devalues traditions and oppresses individualism in communities of 
color. When the Warden approaches Jake with Governor's offer, he tells him, "Governor's 
made a request: that your son, Jesus Shuttlesworth, seriously consider enrolling in his 
Alma matter, Big State" (8 min). As a sports fan, the Governor of New York is using his 
position of authority in order to influence college basketball. The offer not only depicts 
the abuse of government power, but the neglect of Jesus as an individual. From the offer, 
the audience is introduced to the selfish motives the capitalist carries towards black 
athletes like Jesus. The Governor portrays disrespect for the traditional customs of 
basketball, the human being as an American citizen, and the structure of government. 
Instead of being seen as high school teenager, Jesus is made to be a tool of amusement 
for the upper class. Simultaneously, Jake is also a tool for the capitalist to achieve his 
commercial agenda. To them, the selfish spectators, basketball is not taken seriously, but 
a form of creating a public image and profit. 

In He Got Game the construction of race and class are an interconnected issue for 
Jesus, developing the commodification of his talents. In her essay, "Slavery, Race, and 
Ideology in the United States of America," Barbera Fields discusses the effects of race 
within our modern society, arguing, "Race is not an idea, but an ideology" (Fields 101). 
Fields defines an ideology as a structured set of beliefs developed over a vast period of 
time, which continue to survive through constant practice by individuals. Race, racism, 
and White Supremacy are ideologies of their own. Even after the end of American 
slavery, American culture continues to objectify the black male's body for his athletic 
abilities. In the White Supremest capitalist society, Jesus is not a human being with 
rights, but a product for the consumer.  

Throughout the film the black male body is used as a commodity for money 
hungry “friends” and Jesus’ fans to consume the objectified individual. After being 
confronted by his girlfriend, Lala, about meeting up with an agent, Jesus is then asked by 
his coach about his future in basketball. Jesus responds to the constant questions: '"Where 
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you going? Have you chosen a school yet? Are you going to the NBA?' I'm tired of 
hearing that. (22min). Tired of an incessant stream of questions about his future in the 
sports industry, Jesus is exhausted. To the public, Jesus is an image for their own 
pleasure. As a local celebrity, Jesus is not seen as a person with natural emotions and 
desires, but as a form of entertainment and profit. Jesus merely seeks peace of mind, a 
rest from the cruel and corrupt world that aims to exploit him. The constant questions 
represent the selfish human motives the society that exploits the black man. 

Jesus follows up his comments to the questions by stating that "People don’t care about 
me, they care about themselves. They are just trying to get over. Trying to get a piece of 
Jesus" (23min). Almost like a piece of stock, Jesus bluntly describes himself as an 
objectified individual. By comparing himself to a form of investment, Jesus is aware of 
the selfish and corrupt society that pretends to care about him. Instead of falling into the 
illusions of his celebrity status, Jesus recognizes the facade of the money-hungry so-
called friends. Just like Jesus Christ in the Christian Bible, Jesus Shuttlesworth parallels 
the foresight of the forthcoming stab in the back of his fellow colleagues and friends. 
Jesus displays an instinctive knowledge of survival in society, which separates him from 
those around him who will not achieve success. Although he is not a martyr like Jesus 
Christ, Jesus Shuttlesworth is a role model in in his community and a symbol of upward 
mobility. 

Although he is a growing commodity, Jesus confronts the struggle of selling his 
body to the White Supremist culture. When an NBA sports agent, Dom Pagnotti, meets 
with Jesus, he jokes, "When making a business decision, the only color that matters is 
green" (lhr 13min). Not only does Pagnotti emphasize money, but the relationship 
between color and wealth. Pagnotti pretends that business is a color-blind practice. Upon 
dealing with a young black male from a destitute community in Coney Island, Pignotti 
practices the capitalist ideology of buying an individual. In the capitalist system, money 
is the official international language, which Pinotti uses to speak to Jesus. For Pignotti, 
Jesus is simply another investment. Pignotti represents the capitalists' creation of an 
American dream, the false image of equal opportunities for minorities; in reality Jesus 
lives in a White Supremacist society. Although he can find wealth through basketball, 
Jesus and his friends are poor black men who are commodified by Pignotti to further the 
White Supremist agenda. 

Although he is an educated and talented young man with opportunities of wealth 
in his future, Jesus cannot escape the struggle of oppression. After school, Big Time 
Willie, a local street gangster, picks up Jesus and Booger to go on a drive. Big Time 
Willie provides Jesus with his street smarts of the ghetto and how people become 
susceptible to drugs, sexually, transmitted diseases, and gang violence: "You're gonna 
make it out like the rest of the niggas our here, in a casket" (lhr 3min). According to Big 
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Time Willie, a young black male, like Jesus, the statistics are minimal for him to get out 
of the ghetto alive. Even when a black man find success within society by obtaining 
stable careers, Big Time Willie believes they will fall victim to the temptations of drugs, 
violence and sex that will lead them to their death. Death in this case can be both in the 
literal and metaphoric sense. Symbolically, death is implied a result of fortune and fame, 
selling the black body into the corrupt body and soul to a corrupt system. Regardless of 
his intellect and basketball skills, Jesus is expected to remain at the bottom of the social 
and economic hierarchy. The dangers of sex, drugs, and violence are not an issue of 
economic status, but rather racial lines. If Jesus does not surpass the illusions of fortune 
and fame, he cannot escape the ghetto. Although Big Time Willie represents the cynicism 
towards the young black male, he provides Jesus with valuable advice of the dangers he 
will encounter in the future.  

Even with offers for a full-scholarship to college, the NBA, or stardom, Jesus 
encounters a crossroad in his path, where he must become a man and survive in the White 
Supremist society. After Jesus finally beats him at a one-on-one basketball game, Jake 
yells "You better get that hatred out of your heart, or you'll end up just another nigga, like 
your father" (2hr 2min). Jake tells Jesus not to end up like him, an incarcerated abusive 
alcoholic murderer who failed as a father. Instead of hating one another, Jake suggests 
that Jesus find peace, not following in his footsteps, but become more than a "nigga." To 
Jake, a "Nigga" is the identity of the average, worthless individual in the community, just 
as himself. Jake and Jesus's rivalry represents the struggle of a child with an absent 
father, a daily conflict in the community of color. Challenging his father, Jake, is a rite of 
passage for Jesus, breaking the cycle of violence and abuse within the black community. 
By defeating his father in a game of basketball, Jesus reinforces his strength and 
confidence that makes him a successful black man. Jesus represents the new role-model 
for the Coney Island ghettos, a symbol of hope.  

Just as Jesus struggles to decide his future, He Got Game battles with the identity 
of the young black community. In the preface to A Contribution to the Critique of 
Political Economy, Karl Marx states "It is not the consciousness of men that determines 
their being, but on the contrary, their social being that determines their consciousness" 
(Cultural Studies Handout). Marx describes that the capitalist structure aims to oppress 
the individual's social awareness and position in the social hierarchy. Although one can 
choose to accept the "social being," one can place themselves in a position of control and 
make the decision to rebel against the oppressive system. When the time for his decision 
comes, Jesus chooses to go to college in Big State and play basketball. Through his 
decision to pursue and focus on an education, Jesus becomes the model figure towards 
the young black youth of his community. Although he chooses Big State for personal 
motives of education, Jesus also picks the school to help his father and forgive his 
mistakes. 
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Throughout the film, there is the constant comparison of Jesus Christ and Jesus 
Shuttlesworth hype up his celebrity status, but in the end, he is a man of forgiveness and 
a savior to his community. Overcoming the temptations of the devil-like capitalist system 
that surrounds him, Jesus takes the path of change and renewal. 
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